
POSITIONED FOR 
BUILDING ON THE PAST,

INTRODUCING  
THE ALL-NEW  

RAPIDMATCH™ XI 
SPECTROPHOTOMETER

THE FUTURE

Combining revolutionary optical 
power, color camera images and an 
intuitive touchscreen user interface—
the all-new RAPIDMATCH™ XI 
spectrophotometer from PPG will 
revolutionize your next collision or 
commercial repair.



KEY FEATURES

• RapidMatch XI instrument

• USB interface cable 

• Power adapter and cords  

• Calibration reference  

• Lithium-ion battery pack 

• Safety strap

• Screen protector

• Carrying case for safe transport

•     Home base for daily storage*
*Optional accessory

RAPIDMATCH XI    
EQUIPMENT:THE FUTURE OF ACCURATE,       

 RELIABLE COLOR MATCHING   
  TECHNOLOGY

This third-generation device leverages PPG’s 25 years of 
experience for delivering sophisticated instrument measuring 
techniques that provide high accuracy measurements with the 
added confidence of Match Rating and Texture information. 

The RapidMatch™ XI spectrophotometer combines 11 color angles 
and five texture angles for a total of 16 geometries powered with 
six blue-enhanced LEDs, making it the most advanced technology 
in the industry. Technicians will be able to benefit from the  
five texture digital color images that provide real-time paint 
surface viewing. 

With its advanced optics and multi-angle color measurement, the 
innovative technology reads the actual vehicle color at critical 
angles, then teams with PPG’s extensive color database of prime, 
variant and special field formulas to help find the best blendable 
match. The result? Technicians have all necessary information to 
make the right choice when reaching a final color decision.  

The foundation for the color-matching prowess of this advanced tool lies in  
an extensive color formula database containing reflectance and image 
characteristics, as well as high-level mathematics that deliver “target to match” 
returns to the end user–efficiently and accurately.  

The RapidMatch XI spectrophotometer connects seamlessly with PPG’s industry-
leading PaintManager XI software to retrieve formula match information with 
speed and efficiency. The software features an updated interface with an intuitive, 
visualized workflow to improve the overall user experience. It also includes:

• Match Rating (MR) visual indicators

• Effect Coarseness (EC) visual indicators 

• Texture and Image comparisons for visual match 

•    Five additional angles of digital color camera images that show color travel

  BETTER, FASTER  
   
  

AND EASIER TO USE

•  Total of 16 geometries (11 color 
angles and five camera angles)

• Six blue enhanced LEDs

•  Magnified image of the surface  
to avoid defects and scratches 

•  Color camera provides texture 
information

• Rechargeable lithium-ion battery 

• Ceramic-keyed calibration tiles 

•  Multilingual capability  
(18 languages) 

•  Audio and visual level indicators 
to improve surface contact for 
reading 

• Touchscreen interface 

•  Capture job details (make, 
model, year) 

•  Seamless connectivity with 
PAINTMANAGER® XI software 

• Wi-Fi enabled
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